
 

 

ENGLISH: LIST 1 
 
“I was content to let others make decisions that in no way seemed important... yet.” 
Does Paul Crabbe ever learn to make independent decisions? 
 
 
Written in the narrative voice of a middle-aged man reflecting upon his adolescent years, Maestro 
by Peter Goldsworthy examines the influences of a variety of people on central protagonist Paul 
Crabbe. Paul is an individual who was shaped by the people around him, and because of this, he 
rarely makes independent decisions based on his own personal beliefs, values and attitudes. Paul 
was, as his father claimed, “a fence sitter,” unable to make up his mind, and hence “content to let 
others make decisions.” 
 
As an only child, Paul was used to the presence of his parents as a constant, a pair of people who 
made the hard decisions and he simply had to follow. John and Nancy may have been polar 
opposites, but when it came to their musically gifted son, they managed to agree on an outcome. It 
was Paul’s parents who kept Paul in piano lessons, despite claims from him that “I’m not going 
back.” John’s failed career in piano led him to push Paul, an attempt at realising his own ambitions, 
for Paul was “going to be far better than I could be.” Furthermore, and very importantly, Paul took 
little control over his future, not taking a stand when he perhaps should have, too content to sit back 
and let others take the reins. John and Nancy decided that Paul was to move to the South for 
University, once again ignoring his wishes to remain in Darwin, this time because of Keller. At this 
age, Paul was mature enough to take a stand and lead his own life in the direction he wanted, yet 
failed to do so. His ‘decision’ therefore, to move to the South, was influenced at large by his parents. 
 
Teenage lust played a large part in determining the direction Paul’s life was to take. A final meeting 
with his teacher was cut short by Paul’s list for Rosie Zollo, a meeting in which a seemingly trivial 
decision would become a regretful one, and in which important and extremely influential things were 
to be said. Whilst Paul felt love for both Rosie and, in a strangely affectionate manner, Keller, his 
“love for Rosie was greater,” leading him to swiftly part ways from the Maestro at a time when he 
needed Paul the most. A sexual desire to connect with Megan Murray, whilst seemingly an 
independent decision, was not, for it was the girl with the “luscious blonde hair” that taunted and 
teased the adolescent male, and instigated Paul’s sexual awakening. Despite his love for his 
girlfriend Rosie, Paul was too cowardly and proud to cease the intimacy, and instead allowed the 
provocative girl to take charge. Although Paul married Rosie and fathered a child, one cannot help 
but realise that this was not entirely a matter of Paul’s decisiveness alone, but rather a decision 
making process influenced by the females in his adolescence. 
 
As a central protagonist and character about which much of the novel revolves, Eduard Keller was 
perhaps the greatest influence on Paul Crabbe. From the beginning, the man with the pince-nez 
and white linen suit had greater control over Paul’s actions and beliefs than Paul did himself. Just as 
the weather seemed to dictate the “boozer’s” moods, Keller dictated Paul’s. Materially, it was Keller 
who approached Paul about the piano competition in Adelaide, and it was he who influenced Paul’s 
decision to compete, exemplified by Paul’s carefully considered query, “Do you think I should 
compete?” directed at his teacher. At a deeper, more significant level, the concentration camp 
survivor influenced how Paul would look at life. Keller merely provided a style and way of playing 
the piano, and importantly, of regarding life, it was Paul who eagerly lapped up the attitude and took 
these opinions on board. 
 
Keller’s words became a “bible”, “hardened into dogma” of which any opposing information was 
blatantly incorrect. Virtually all of Paul’s conversations and actions were mimics of Keller, and in this 
sense, he had become Keller’s replacement child. Subsequent self-punishing comments and 
criticism, as well as a continual search for perfection can be attributed to the influence of his 
teacher, and as a result, Paul winds up as a man unaware of whom his true, unblemished and 
unimpressioned identity really is.  
  



 

 

We do however, see a fleeting moment of independent decision making in Paul, a moment that us 
short-lived and provides no self-satisfaction for the perfectionist that is Paul. Initially formed as a 
means of refuge, Paul’s relationship with Jimmy, Scotty and Reggie provides an opportunity for Paul 
to finally gain control. The boy takes charge, taking that first arrogant step towards finally leading, as 
opposed to following. The decision-making role that Paul takes on in his band “Rough Stuff” does 
not, however, give him the satisfaction and personal success that he had hoped for, the venture 
instead leaving him empty and deflated. “Nothing worthwhile is ever achieved so easily”, stated the 
Maestro, a comment that stuck in the back of Paul’s mind, and acted as a warning for other 
moments in which Paul may otherwise have made an independent decision. This momentary 
leadership role exemplifies that Paul was capable of independent decision-making, but its outcome 
showed that he was not willing. 
 
As a middle-aged man moulded by not only the people in his life, but also by his environment, Paul 
Crabbe winds up his memoir in a critically reflective manner. A series of decisions made by others 
had led Paul to the position he wound up in, decisions that resulted in an outcome where “the future 
became the present, and the present became the unchallenged past.” 


